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Chapter X

Energy Conversion With Photovoltaics
INTRODUCTION
Photovo taic cells (often called “solar cells”) are semiconductor devices
which are capable of converting sunlight directly into electricity. Generating
electricity in this way has obvious advantages. The photovoltaic cells have no
moving parts, and they do not require high-temperature or high-pressure
fluids. Since they are extremely reliable, quiet, safe, and easy to operate, they
are ideally suited to onsite applications. Photovoltaic energy production is
unlimited by scarce materials, since cells can be manufactured from silicon,
one of the Earth’s most abundant elements.
There is no doubt as to the technical feasibility of generating electricity
from photovoltaic devices. The units have been used for many years in the
space program and to provide power in remote terrestrial sites. The array of
silicon cells shown in figure X-1 provides power to pump water in a remote
location in Arizona.
The most immediate barrier faced by all photovoltaic systems is the present high cost of the devices. Photovoltaic arrays could be purchased in large
quantities in late 1977 for about $11 per peak watt of output. * Electricity from
systems using such cells costs $1.50 to $2.00/kWh.
Figure X-1 .—Array of Silicon Photovoltaic Cells
Providing Power to Pump Water

Development work to reduce the cost of
photovoltaic energy can be divided into
three general categories:
1. Reducing the cost of manufacturing the
single-crystal silicon celIs which are
now on the market;
2. Developing techniques for mass producing and increasing the performance
of cells made from thin films of materials such as CdS/Cu2S or amorphous
silicon, and
3 Developing high-efficiency cells which
can be installed at the focus of magnifying optical systems,
It is technically possible to use any of
these approaches to reduce costs to $1 to $2

.
SOURCE Solar Technology International

* Photovoltaic prices throughout this paper refer to
the sel I Ing price of arrays of cel Is encapsulated to protect them from the weather, f o b the manufacturing
facility In 1975 dollars The peak output of a cell
refers to the output which would be obtained If the
cell were exposed to the Sun at the zenith on a clear
day.
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X-1. The lower cost goals appear to be optimistic but not impossible.

per peak watt (electricity costing $0.10 t o

$0.40/kWh) during the next 3 to 5 years. The
achievement of costs below $1 to $2 per
watt will require a considerable amount of
engineering development work. Progress in
any of a number of current research programs would give us considerably more confidence about the prospects for achieving
substantialIy lower costs.

The DOE price goals assume that the arrays will last approximately 20 years. (Presently, terrestrial arrays are guaranteed for 1
year.) This seems to be an attainable objective, although more data is required on the
degradation rate for arrays exposed to the
environment for long periods of time. Silicon cells apparently fail only when the material used for encapsulation cracks or
leaks. Structural failures and corrosion have
occurred in improperly encapsulated devices, ’ and most clear plastics darken with
prolonged exposure to sunlight, cutting
down the light reaching the cells. Glass or
acrylic encapsulation should, however, be
able to prevent these problems.

A set of goals for reducing the cost of
silicon photovoltaic devices was established
somewhat arbitrarily during the crash Project Independence studies conducted in
1973. The Department of Energy (DOE) believes that, with some relatively minor adjustments, these goals are achievable and is
using them for planning purposes. The present goals are: $1 to $2 per watt by 1980-82,
$0. SO/watt by 1986, and $0.10 to $0.30/watt
by 1990. Current goals are shown in table

‘A Johnson (M ITRE Corporation), private communication, 1977.

Table X-1
a) Key Milestones for National Photovoltaic Conversion Program

——
Array price in 1975,

Production rate,
peak megawatts
per year

dollars per
peak watt
11
7
1-2

1. End of FY 1977 . . . . . . . . . .
2. End of FY 1978 . . . . . . . . . .
3. End of FY 1982 . . . . . . . . . .
4. End of FY 1986 . . . . . . . . . .
5. End of FY 1990 . . . . . . . . . .

20
500
50,000

0.50
0.1-0.3

SOURCE Photovoltaic program program summary January 1978, U S Department of Energy, Division of Solar Technology

b) Goals for Concentrator Systems Using Silicon Cells
Commercial
equipment* ●

Technical
feasibility*

—
1. End of FY 78. . .

1975 dollars
per peak watt
(entire system)

Silicon
cell
efficiency

2

16%

2. End of FY 80. . .

1

180/0

3. End of FY 82. , .

0.50

200/0

1975 dollars
per peak watt
(entire system)
—— —
15
2.75
1.60

“ Laboratory proof of concept + reasonable estimate of cost of commercial system
“* F o.b.

based

price of production technology.

SOURCE Annual Operation Plan, Systems Deflnltlon Prolect (FY 1978), Sandla Laboratory

on concept

Silicon
celI
efficiency
13.5%
16%
180/0
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PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
All photovoltaic installations will consist
of small, individual generating units — the
photovoltaic cell. Individual cells will probably range in size from a few millimeters to
a meter in linear dimension, A surprising
variety of such cells is available or is in advanced development since it has only been
in the past 5 years that serious attention has
been given to designing cells for use in anything other than spacecraft. Devices are
avaiIable with a large range of efficiencies
and voltages. Some cells are designed to
withstand high solar intensities and high
operating temperatures, while others are designed to minimize manufacturing costs.
The variety should not give the mistaken impression that this is an area where large
amounts of private or public research funding have been directed; indeed, many of the
projects described here are being conducted
by small research laboratories.
The photovoltaic equivalent of power
engineering is something of an anomaly in
the generating industry since it involves
manipulations in the miniature and silent
world of semiconductor physics instead of
steam tables, gears, and turbine blades. The
following discussion provides only a very
brief excursion through this complex field.
More complete discussions of the topics
covered can be found in several recent
p u b l i c a t i o n s . 2 3 4 5 All that can be done here
is to outline some of the major effects influencing cell cost and performance.
The energy in light is transferred to electrons in a semiconductor material when a
light photon collides with an atom in the
material with enough energy to dislodge an
electron from a fixed position in the mater2t-i ). Hovel, S e m i c o n d u c t o r s a n d Semimeta/s,
Volume 11, Solar Cells, Academic Press, New York,
1975
‘C E Bacus, (ed ), Solar Cc//s, I E EE Press, New York,
1976
4 A Rothwarf and K W Boer, frog, in Solid State
Chem., 10(2), p 77 (1975)
‘K W Boer and A Rothwarf, Ann. Rev. Mat. Sci. (6),
p 303 (1976)

ial (i. e., from the valence band), giving it
enough energy to move freely in the
material (i. e., into the conduction band).
A vacant electron position or “hole” is
left behind at the site of this collision; such
“holes” can move if a neighboring electron
leaves its site to fill the former hole site. A
current is created if these pairs of electrons
and holes (which act as positive charges) are
separated by an intrinsic voltage in the cell
material,
Creating and controlling this intrinsic
voltage is the trick which has made semiconductor electronics possible. The most common technique for producing such a voltage
is to create an abrupt discontinuity in the
conductivity of the cell material (typically
silicon in contemporary solid-state components) by adding small amounts of impurities or “dopants” to the pure material.
This is called a “homojunction” cell. A typical homojunction device is shown in figure
x-2.
An intrinsic voltage can also be created
by joining two dissimilar semiconductor materials (such as CdS and C U 2S), creating a
“heterojunction,” or by joining a semiconductor to a metal (e.g., amorphous silicon to
paladium) creating a “Schottky” barrier
junction.
A fundamental limit on the performance
of all of these devices results from the fact
that (1) light photons lackin g the energy required to lift electrons from the valence to
the conduction bands (the “band gap”
energy) cannot contribute to photovoltaic
current, and (2) the energy given to electrons
which exceeds the minimum excitation
threshold cannot be recovered as useful
electrical current. Most of the unrecovered
photon energy is dissipated by heating the
cell.
The bulk of the solar energy reaching the
Earth’s surface falls in the visible spectrum,
where photon energies vary from 1.8 eV
(deep red) to 3 eV (violet). In silicon, only
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\ Rear Metal Contact

about 1.1 eV is required to produce a
photovoltaic electron, and in GaAs about
1.4 eV. Choosing a material with a higher
energy threshold results in capturing a larger
fraction of the energy in higher energy
photons but losing a larger fraction of lower
energy photons. The theoretical efficiency
peaks at about 1.5 eV, but the theoretical efficiency remains within 80 percent of this
maximum for materials with band gap
energies between 1 and 2.2 eV.6 7

Electrons actually leave cells with
energies below the excitation voltage because of losses attributable to internal resistance and other effects, not all of which
are understood. a (An electron leaves a typical silicon cell with a useful energy of about
0.5 eV.)

‘M. Wolf, Energy Conversion, 11, 63(1 971 ).
‘Joseph J. Loferski, “Principles of Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conversion,” 2Sth Artnua/ Proceedings,
Power Sources Conference, May 1972.

‘M. Wolf, University of Pennsylvania, “Recent improvements and Investigations of Silicon Solar Cell
Efficiency, ”
U . S . / U . S . S . R . joint Solar E n e r g y
Workshop, Ashkhabad, U. S. S. R., September 1977.

The same kinds of fundamental limits apply to photochemical reactions in which a
light photon with energy above some fixed
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excitation threshold is able to produce a
chemical reaction or a structural change
which can be assigned a fixed energy. T h e
theoretical limit to the performance of several types of cell designs is shown in table
x-2.
The performance of real cells (also shown
in table X-2) falIs below the theoretical maximum for a number of reasons. One obvious
problem is reflection of light from the cell
surface (which can be reduced with special
coating and texturing) and reflection from
the electrical contacts on the front surface
of the cell (which can be reduced with careful contact design). ’ Losses also result from
the fact that the photo-generated electrons
and holes, which fail to reach the region in
the cell where they can be separated by the
intrinsic voltage, c a n n o t c o n t r i b u t e t o
useful currents.
Photo-generated charges can be lost
because of imperfections in the cell crystal
structure, defects caused by impurities, surface effects, and other types of imperfections. Losses are minimized if a perfect crystal of a very pure semiconductor material is
used, but producing such a crystal can be extremely expensive. Manufacturing costs can
probably be greatly reduced if cells consisting of a number of smalI crystal “grains”
can be made to operate with acceptable efficiencies. The size of the grains which can
be tolerated depends on the light absorbing
properties of the cell material. If absorption
is high, photovoltaic electron-hole pairs will
be created close to the cell junction where
the voltages exist; relatively smalI grain
sizes can be tolerated since the charges
need drift only a short distance before being
sorted by the field.
Silicon is a relatively poor absorber of
light and, as a result, cells must be 50 to 200
microns thick to capture an acceptable fraction of the incident light. This places
rather rigorous standards on the sizes of
‘J Llndmayer and J F Allison, Cornsat Tech. # 3 ,
1973, p 1
‘OJ R Hauser and P M Dunbar, IEEE Transactions
on E/ectron Devices, E D-24 (4), 1977, p 305
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crystal grains which can be tolerated, and al I
commercial sit icon celIs are now manufactured from single crystals of silicon. It is
believed that if polycrystalline silicon is to
be used, individual crystal grains must be at
least 100 microns on a side if efficiencies as
high as 10 percent are to be achieved. 11 12 It
is important that the grains be oriented with
the grain boundaries perpendicular to the
celI junction so that charge carriers can
reach the junction without crossing a grain
boundary, A number of research projects
are underway to develop inexpensive techniques for growing such polycrystalline
m a t e r i a l s 1 3 1 4 1 5 and for minimizing the impact of the grain boundaries. ” Efficiencies
as high as 6.7 percent have been reported
for vapor-deposited polycrystalline silicon
celIs with grains about 20 to 30 microns on a
side’ 7, and a proprietary process capable of
producing grains nearly a millimeter on a
side reportedly can be used to produce cells
with efficiencies as high as 14 percent,
Work is underway to improve crystal growing techniques and to enlarge grains with
lasers and electron beams.
Perhaps the most intriguing recent development is the discovery that an amorphous
silicon-hydrogen “alloy” can be used to con‘)A R Kirkpatrick, et al., Proceedings of the ERDA
Semiannual Photovoltaic Advanced Materials Program Review Meeting, Washington, D C , Mar 22-23,
1977
‘lA, Baghdad[, et al , ERDA Semiannual Photovolta ic Advanced Materla Is Program Review Meeting
‘ ‘T. L. Chu, et al., IEEE Transaction o n E l e c t r o n
Devices, ED-24 (4), 1977, pp. 442445.
14H. Fischer and W. Pschunder, (A EG-Telefunken),

“Low-Cost Solar Cells Based on Large-Area U nconventional Silicon, ” IEEE Transactions on E/ectron Devices,
ED-24(4), 1977, pp. 438-441
‘5L. D. Crossman, Research and Development of
Low-Cost Processes for Integrated Solar Arrays, (Third
quarterly progress report, ERDA EC (11-1 }2721,
Energy Research and Development Admlnistratlon,
Washington, DC., 1975), p. 38
“T H Distefano and J. J Cuomo, 1 BM, “Enhancement of Carrier Lifetime in Polycrystalllne Silicon, ”
Proceedings, National Workshop on Low-Cost Polycrystal I ine Silicon Solar Cel Is, Dallas, Tex , May 18-19,
1976.
“T. L Chu, et al., op. cit pp 442-445
‘“H` Fischer and W Pschunder, op clt , p 438
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Table X-2.— Photovoltaic Cell Efficiencies
—

●

Techniques for reporting efficiencies
reflection and contact shading

differ

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Reference

10-15
—
—

(1 ,2)
(4,5)
(6,7)

2-3

(8,9)

—
—

(lo)

—

(11 )

—
—

(12)
(1 ,13)

—

(3)

(9)

12.5

(14,15,16)

—
—
—
—
—
—

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21 )
(22)

Wherever Possible, efficiencies were chosen which assume air mass 1 and Include losses due to

1. H. J. Hovel, Semiconductors and Semimetals, Vol. 2:
2.

Performance
of commercial
cells

So/ar Cc//s (Academic Press, New York, 1975).
J. Lindmayer and C. Y. Wrigley, “Development of a 20
Percent Efficient Solar Cell,” (NSF-43090, National
Science Foundation, Washington, D. C., 1975),
J. V. DeBow, paper presented as part of the Proceedings of the Energy Research and Development
Administration Semiannual Photovoltaic Advanced
Materials Program Review Meeting, Washington,
D. C., Mar. 22-23, 1977.
1.1. Chu, S. S. Chu, K. Y. Duh, H. 1. Yoo, /EEE Transactions on Electron Devices, ED-24 (No. 4), 442 (1977).
H. Fischer and W. Pschunder (AEG-Teiefunken). “LowCost Solar Celis Based on Large-Area Unconventional Siiicon, ” IEEE Transactions on Electron
Devices. pp. 438-441.
D. E. Carlson, IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices,
ED-24 (No. 4) 449 (1977).
D. E. Carlson and C. R. Wronski, App/. Phys. Lett. 28,
671 (1976).
K. W. Boer and A. Rothwarf, Annu. Rev. Mater. Sci. 6,
303 (1976).
A. M. Barnett, J. D. Meakim, M. A. Rothwarf, “Progress
in the Development of High Efficiency Thin Film Cad-

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

mium Sulfide Solar Ceils,” (ERDA E (49-18)-2538,
Energy Research and Development Administration,
Washington, D.C. 1977).
G. A. Samara, paper presented as part of the Proceedings of the ERDA Semiannual Photovoltaic Adv a n c e d Materiais P r o g r a m R e v i e w M e e t i n g ,
Washington, D. C., Mar. 22-23, 1977.
J. 1. Shay, S. Wagner, H. M. Kasper, App/. Phys. Lett.
27,89 (1975).
L. J. Kazmerski, S. R. White, G. K. Morgan, ibid., 29,
268 (1976).
R. J. Stirn (Jet Propulsion Lab). “High Efficiency Thinfilm GaAs Soiar Cells”, 730-9 First Interim Report for
DOE/NASA, Dec 1977.
1. S. Napoli, G. A. Swartz, S. G. Liu, M. Klein, D. Fairbanks, D. Tames, RCA Rev. 38,76 (1977).
H. J. Hovel (IBM), “The Use of Novei Materiais and Devices for Sunlight Concentrating Systems,” Proceedings DOE Photovoltaic Concentrator Systems
Workshop, Tempe, ARiz., May 1977, pp. 35-54.
J. Gibbons (Stanford University), personal communication, October 1977.
M. D. Lambert and R. J. Schwarz, IEEE Transactions
on Electron Devices, ED-24 (No. 4), 337 (1977).
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Table X-2 references—continued
18. R . M . S w a n s o n a n d R . N, Bracewell, “ S i l i c o n
Photovoltaic Cells in Thermophotovoltaic C o n v e r sion” (EPRI ER-478, Electric Power Research institute, Palo Alto, Cal if., February 1977).
19. J. Harris, et. a/. (Rockwell International). “High Efficiency AIGaAs/GaAs Concentrator Solar Cells,” The
C o n f e r e n c e Record of the T h i r t e e n t h /EEE
Pho fo vo/fa ic
Conference- 1978.
Specia Iis ts
Washington, D. C., June 1978.
20. L. W. James and R. L. Moon (Varian Associates).
“GaAs Concentrator Solar Cells” The Conference
Record of the Eleventh IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Scottsdale, Ariz., May 1975, pp. 402-408.

struct photovoltaic cells with useful efficiencies. Efficiencies of 5.5 percent have
been measured” and 15 percent efficiency
may be possible. 20 The hydrogen apparently
attaches to “dangling” silicon bonds, minimizing the losses that wouId otherwise
result at these sites. Acceptable performance is possible, despite the large number of
remaining defects, because the amorphous
material is an extremely good absorber of
light; test cells are typically 1 micron or less
in thickness. 21 The properties of this com
plex material are not welI understood.
-

GaAs or CdS/Cu 2S are also much better
absorbers of Iight than crystalline silicon, so
cells made from these materials can be thinner and tolerate smaller crystal grains than
was possible with the crystalIine siIicon.
Commercial CdS/Cu 2S cells will probably be
6 to 30 microns thick, 22 23 and the crystal
structure produced with a relatively simple
spray or vapor deposit process is large
enough to prevent grain structure from significantly affecting celI performance.
The primary drawback of most of the
“thin film” celIs is their low efficiencies.
Research is proceeding rapidly in a number

“D E Carlson, RCA Laboratories, “Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells, ” IEEE Transactions on Electron
Devices, ED-24(4), 1977, pp 449-452
20
and C R Wronskl, App Phys, Lett. 28, 1976, p
671
2
‘A R Moore, E/ectron and Ho/e Drift Mobr’/ity in
Amosphous Si/icon (to be published)
22
Boer, op clt , p 319
2]) F jordan, Photon Power, Inc., El Paso, Tex ,
private communication, February 10, 1977

21. J. J. Loferski (Brown University), “Tandem Photovoltaic Solar Cells and Increased Solar Energy Conversion Efficiency,” The Conference Record of the
Twe/fth /EEE Photovo/taic S p e c i a l i s t s Con/erence-1976, Baton Rouge, La., November 1976, pp.
957-961.
22. H. J. Hovel (IBM). “Novel Materials and Devices for
Sunlight Concentrating Systems,” /BM Journa/ of
Research and Development. Vol. 22, No. 2, Mar 1978,
T. T. Rule, et. a/. (Arizona State University). “The
Testing of Specially Designed Silicon Solar Cells
U n d e r H i g h S u n l i g h t I l l u m i n a t i o n , ” Twe/fth
IEEE- 1976. Pp. 744-750.

of areas, however, and a number of thin film
cells may be able to achieve efficiencies
greater than 10 percent.
Older designs of cadmium cells degraded
and failed relatively rapidly, but accelerated lifetime tests on modern designs appear to indicate that cells hermetically
sealed in glass with proper electrical loading
could have a useful life of decades. 24 25 26
Research is also underway on a number of
other materials which may be used to manufacture inexpensive thin film cells. Experimental cells have been constructed which
substitute iridium phosphide or copper inidium selenide for the copper sulfide in the
C d S / C u 2S heterojunction, and efficiencies
greater than 10 percent have been demonstrated in single-crystal laboratory cells
made with these materials. 2728
It is also possible to convert light energy
directly into electricity by exposing electrodes immersed in chemicals to sunlight. if
the materials are properly chosen, a current
can be produced without any net chemical
change in the materials used. Conversion efL

Besson, et al , “Evaluation of CdS Solar Cells as
Future Contender for Large Scale E Iectriclty Product i o n , ” The C o n f e r e n c e Record of the E/eventh /EEE
Plrotovo/taic Specialists Conference–1 975, Scottsdale, Ariz , May 6-8, 1975 (Institute of E Iectrlcal and
Electronics Engineers), pp 468-475
z 5E w c reenwichand F A Shlrland ( W e s t i n g h o u s e
“J.

Research Labs), “Accelerated Life Performance Characteristics of Thin-Film CU 2 5 Solar Cel/s-CdS, ” fro
ceedings, E Iectrochem Ica I Society Solar Energy Symposium, Washington, D C , May 2-7, 1976
“j F jordan, P h o t o n Power,lnc , p r i v a t e c o m munication, Apr 5, 1976
27
S Wagner, et al , Appl. Phys. Lett., 26, 229, 1975
“j Shay, et al , App/. Phys. Lett,, 27, 89,1975
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ficiencies greater than 5 percent have been
reported with polycrystalline CdSe-based
p h o t o e l e c t r o c h e m i c a l c e l l s .29 30 31 32 33 34

CELLS DESIGNED FOR USE IN
CONCENTRATED SUNLIGHT
High efficiencies are important for cells
used in concentrated sunlight, since increased cell performance means a reduction
in the area which must be covered with the
magnifying optical equipment, which dominates the system’s cost.
Modified silicon cells, designed to perform in concentrated sunlight are not inherently more expensive than ordinary cells,
but are always likely to cost more per unit of
cell area since production rates will be
lower and since more care will be taken in
their manufacture. However, since the cells
cover only a fraction of the receiving area,
much more can be spent on any individual
cell. Cells such as the thermophotovoltaic
device and the Ga X A l1-X As/GaAs cells may be
considerably more expensive per unit area
than the silicon devices, but this cost may
not be significant since the devices can be
used with concentrations of 500 to 1,000 or
more and can be much more efficient. A v a riety of approaches are being investigated
for achieving high-efficiency performance in
concentrated sunlight.

Optimizing Conventional Silicon Cells for
Use in Concentrated Sunlight
The current from a photovoltaic cell increases almost Iinearly with increasing sunlight intensity and the voltage increases
slightly faster than the logarithm of the injgMark ‘j WrightOn, MIT, private communication,
Mar 26, 1977.
30A. B, Ellis, et al., ). Amer. Chern. Soc., 98, 1635,
6418, 6855(1 976)
“G. Hodes, et al , Nature, 216, 403,1976,
‘2B. Miller and A. Heller, Nature, 262, 680, 1976.
“D. L. Laser and A. ). Bard, j. E/ectrochem, Soc.,
123, 1027,1976.
“K. F Hardee and A j Bard, ), E/ectrochem. Soc.,
724, 215,1977

tensity. These effects would lead to an increase in overall cell efficiency, except that
the increased current densities in the cell
lead to increased resistive losses and other
effects. The design of standard silicon cells
can be optimized for operating in intense
sunlight by carefully designing the wires
used to draw current from the cells, optimizing the resistivity of the cell material, changing the thickness of the cell junction, and
otherwise taking pains in celI manufacture
(e.g., better antireflective coatings and surface texturing, higher quality silicon, precisely designed gridlines, etc.). Efficiencies
as high as 17.9 have been reported for silicon celIs operating at 1000 C in sunlight concentrated 200 times. 35
Several ingenious techniques have been
suggested for improvin g performance of siIicon devices used in intense sunlight with
novel designs.

Interdigitated Back-Contact Cells
An “interdigitated back-contact” cell exposes an unobstructed wafer of intrinsic
(i.e., very pure) silicon crystal directly to the
sunlight. The junctions that produce the cell
voltages, and that are attached to electrical
leads, are entirely on the back of the cell.
(The name comes from the shape of the positive and negative electrical contacts on the
back side of the cell. See figure X-3.) An efficiency of 15 percent concentration, with
ratios up to about 280, has been reported for
a preliminary version of this cell; it is believed that straightforward design improvements will result in cells which are at least
20-percent efficient. ”

15L s NapOil, et al,, RCA,
tion of Sunlight on Slllcon
Vol 38, No 1, March 1977,
16M D Larnmert and R. j

“ H i g h L e v e l concentraSolar Cel Is, ” RCA Review,
p 91
Schwartz, pU rdue Un iver-

sity, “The Interdlgitated Back Contact Solar Cell: A
Silicon Solar Cell for Use in Concentrated Sunlight, ”
/EEE Transactions on E/ectron Devices, ED-24(4), 1977,
pp 337-341,
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Figure X-3.— An lnterdigitated Back Contact
Solar Cell and Cross Section

I

Hlgh-lifetlme

bulk

region

I

The Vertical Multifunction Cell
The edge-illuminated, vertical, multifunction cell shown in figure X-4 consists of a
stack of silicon homojunction devices qualitatively similar to standard cells, illuminated in such a way that the light enters the
cells parallel to the junctions. Several recent
calculations have indicated that these devices have the potential of achieving efficiencies as high as 30 percent, 39 a l t h o u g h
very little work has been done on designing
and testing optimized cells. The maximum
measured efficiency to date is 9.6 percent
for a device without an antireflective
coating. 40
Figure X-4.—The Vertical Multifunction Cell
(edge illuminated)

I

SOURCE
Lammert M D and R J Schwartz “The Interdlgltated
Back Contact
Solar Cell A Sll; con Solar Cell for Use (n Concentrated Sunllghl ”
IEEE Transacf/ons ori E/ecfron Dev/ces, VOI ED-24 (1977) p 337

incident sunlight

current

Gallium-Arsenide Cells
Gallium arsenide has a higher theoretical
photovoltaic efficiency than s i l i c o n b e c a u s e
its excitation threshold is better matched to
the energy in the Sun’s spectrum.

CaAs cells can be used to achieve high efficiencies in intense radiation, particularly if
they are covered with a layer of Ga X A l1-X A s
which has the effect of reducing surface and
contact losses. Efficiencies as high as 24.5
percent have been m e a s u r e d f o r s u c h
devices operating in sunlight concentrated
180 times, 38
In addition, both theory and experiment
show that the efficiency of GaAs cells is
reduced less by high temperature than is the
efficiency of siIicon celIs.

“H Hovel, op clt , p 195
“J Harris, et al , Rockwell International, “High Efficiency AI GaAs/G aAs Concentrator Solar Ce[ Is, ” The
C o n f e r e n c e R e c o r d of the Thirteenth /EEE Photo
voltaic Specialists Conference-1978, Washington,
D C , June 1978

‘9H.J Hovel, IBM, “Novel Materials and Devices
for Sunllght Concentrating Systems, ” IBM journal of
Research and Development, 22(2), March 1978,
40
T T Rule, et al , Arizona State University, “The
Testing of Specially Designed Silicon Solar Cells
Under High Sunlight Illumination, ” The Conference
R e c o r d of the Twelfth /EEE Photovo/taic Specialists
Conferenc&1976, Baton Rouge, La., November 1976,
pp 744-750.
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The high potential efficiency results from
several features of the device: 41 42 43
●

Since the vertical multifunction devices
are connected in series, they produce
higher voltages and lower currents than
other concentrator cells with the same
power output. The low currents reduce
the resistance losses. Series connections also mean, however, that considerable care must be taken to ensure
that all of the cell elements are illuminated since an unilluminated unit will
act Iike a large series resistance.

●

Like the interdigitated cell discussed
earlier, the vertical multifunction de
vices do not require contacts on the surface (the aluminum connections can
cover less than 1 percent of the surface
area)” and thus front surface reflections are minimized.

●

The multifunction device should be
able to make more efficient use of light
with relatively long and short wavelengths.

●

The multifunction devices should be
able to perform better than conventional silicon cells at high temperatures, and its performance at high temperatures improves in high light concentrations; the cells should, for example, be only half as sensitive to temperature at 1,000 x suns as they are in unconcentrated sunlight. 45

41B, L. Sater and C. Goradia, “The High Intensity
Solar Cell –Key to Low Cost Photovoltaic Power, ”
NASA Technical Memorandum ,NASA TM X-71718,
1975.
42
C Goradia and B. L. Sater, “A First Order Theory
of the P-N-N Edge-1 Illuminated Silicon Solar Cell at
Very High Injection Levels,” IEEE Transactions on
Electron Devices, Vol. ED-24, 4, p. 342,1977,
“H. ), Hovel, IBM, “The Use of Novel Materials and
Devices for Solar Concentrating Systems,” Proceedings DOE Photovoltaic Concentrator Systems
Workshop, Scottsdale, Ariz., May 24-26,1977.
44
6. L. Sater, “Current Technology Status of the
Edge-illuminated Vertical Multifunction (VM)) Solar
Cell, ” November 1977 (unpublished),
45
Goradia and Sater, op. cit., p. 350.

The extra manufacturing steps required to
fabricate these devices will make them
somewhat more expensive than conventional silicon cells, but this difficulty would
be offset if the high efficiencies are realized.

Horizontal Multifunction Cells
There have also been proposals for using
horizontal multifunction devices using silicon or GaAs. It may be possible to design a
cell array capable of producing relatively
high voltages on a single chip, thereby reducing the cost of interconnecting devices
and reducing series resistance in connections. The inherent efficiencies of these
devices are approximately the same as conventional cells, but it may be easier to use
the approach to develop practical cells
which can more nearly approximate the
potential of the materials. 4 6

Thermophotovoltaic Cell
The “thermophotovoltaic” cells shown in
figure X-5 may be able to achieve efficiencies as high as 30 to 50 percent by making an
end-run around the fundamental limits on
cell performance discussed earlier. This is
accomplished by shifting the spectrum of
light reaching the cell to a range where most
of the photons are close to the minimum excitation threshold for silicon cells. The Sun’s
energy is used to heat a thermal mass to
1,800 ‘C (the effective black body temperature of the Sun is about 5,7000 C). A large
fraction of the surface area of this mass
radiates energy to a silicon photovoltaic
device. (Reradiation to the environment can
occur only through the small aperture where
the sunlight enters. ) A highly reflective surface behind the photovoltaic cell reflects
unabsorbed photons back to the radiating
mass and their energy is thus preserved in
the system .47

“H. J. Hovel, IBM, “The Use of Novel Materials and
Devices for Solar Concentrating Systems,” op. cit., p.
38
“R. M. Swanson and R. N. Bracewell, S i l i c o n
Photovo/taic Cells in Thermophotovo/taic Conversion,
EPRI ER-478, February 1977.
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Figure X-5.— Thermophotovoltaic Converter
CONCENTRATED SUNLIGHT
FROM PARABOLOID

Thermophotovoltalc
Converter
SOURCE
Swanson, R M and R N Bracewell (Stanford Umverslty) “Sll(con
Photovoltalc Cells In Therm ophotovoltalc Conversion” EPRI ER.
478 ~1977)

Multicolor Cells
Another approach to achieving high cell
efficiencies involves the use of a number of
different materials to form cells optimally
designed for different colors of light. There
are two basic approaches: (1) the use of
selective mirrors to separate colors and
direct them to different cells, and (2) the use
of a vertical stack of photovoltaic cells arranged so that upper layers absorb only high
energy (i.e. short wavelength) photons, al-
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lowing the remaining photons to reach lower
cell levels, 4 8 Little experimental work has
been done on these devices, but theoretical
analysis has predicted that the light-filter
devices could achieve efficiencies as high as
46 percent if two separate cells are used and
52 percent if three cells are used. ” MuItiIayer cells using Ge, Si, GaAs, and other
materials with two or more layers may also
be able to achieve efficiencies above 40 percent. 50 An ingenious scheme for separating
colors has been recently proposed which
uses a series of dyes capable of absorbing
sunlight and reradiating the energy in a narrow frequency band matched to the band
gap of each of a series of cell junctions. s’ 52
A considerable amount of development
work will be required to design practical
devices, however, and the ultimate cost of
fabricating the devices cannot be forecast
with any confidence.
48H. J Novel, IBM, “The Use of Novel Materials and
Devices for Solar Concentrating Systems, ” op cit., p
38
49N. S Alvi, et al., Arizona State University, “The
Potential for Increasing the Efficiency of Photovoltalc
Systems by Using Multiple Cell Concepts,” Twelfth
IEEE-7976, OP cit., pp. 948-956
50] ] Loferski, Brown University, “Tandem Photovoltalc Solar Cells and Increased Solar E nergy Conversion Efficiency, ” Twe/fth /EEE-1976, o p clt , p p
957-961
“ A Goetzberger a n d W Breubel, App/. Phys., 14,
1977, p 123.
52
The technique was originally suggested for use in
connection with scintil Iation counters in R L Carwln,
“The Design of Liquid Scintlllatlon Cells, ” Rev. Sci, inst. 23, 755 (1 952); and R L Garwin, “The CO I Iectlon of
Light From Scintillation Counters, ” Rev. SCI. Inst. 37,
1010 (1 960).

CONCENTRATOR SYSTEMS
The contribution of photovoltaic cell
costs to the overall cost of an installed photovoltaic system can be greatly reduced if
an optical system is used to concentrate
sunlight on the cell, even though cells designed for use in concentrators may cost
more per unit area of cell surface than flatplate cells. If such systems are used, problems of reducing cell fabrication costs are

replaced with problems of mechanical engineering. In most cases, the energy required
to manufacture a concentrator array is
many times lower than the energy required
to manufacture a flat-plate cell array with a
simiIar area.
The variety of concentrating collectors
which can be used with photovoltaic de-
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vices is reviewed in chapter XII. PhotovoItaic devices can be attached to most types
of tracking systems with minimal modifications to the basic collector design. (A twoaxis tracking system using Fresnel lenses to
focus light on silicon cells is shown in figure
X-6. ) Attaching a photovoltaic device to a
concentrating collector can, however, present some unique design problems:

●

One-axis tracking collectors are unable
to illuminate the entire receiver surface
during most of the day. Thus, only a
part of the receiver can actually be
covered by cells. In general, it is
necessary to connect photovoltaic devices in a receiver in series to achieve
acceptable system voltages. Nonilluminated photovoltaic devices have high

Figure X-6.—Experimental Concentrating Photovoltaic Array in Operation.
The Array Employs Fresnel Lenses and Silicon Photovoltaic Cells

SOURCE Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, N Mex., 1976.
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resistance and the output of a string of
cells connected in s e r i e s w o u l d b e
greatly reduced if one element of the
string were shaded.
●

It is desirable to maintain a relatively
uniform illumination on most cells to
maximize cell performance. This is difficult to accomplish with most collector designs. It is possible to design cells
capable of performing with acceptable
efficiencies in the i Illumination patterns
of specific CoIIector designs. This can
be done, for example, by modifying the
pattern of electric contacts on the front
surface of the cell, but the market for
such specialized cells would necessarily be limited.

It is d i f f i c u l t t o c o m p a r e t h e a t t r a c tiveness of concentrating and nonconcentrating photovoltaic devices because of the
large number of variables involved; the only
completely satisfactory way of making s u c h
a comparison is to conduct a complete Iifecycle cost analysis of competing systems
operating in realistic environments (such as
those reported elsewhere in this study). The
following formula, however, can be used to
obtain a crude estimate of the cost of a concentrating collector which would be competitive with a flat-plate device (assuming
that no credit can be given for the thermal
energy which can be produced from the concentration systems):

r s = ratio of solar energy reaching cells in
the tracking collector to the sunlight
(direct and diffuse) reaching the flatplate collector
r C = ratio of the cost of the concentratin g
cell ($/kW in one sun) to the cost of a
fIat-plate cell array
C i = cost of installing the flat-plate collectors ($/m2)
r l = ratio of cost of installing a concentrator to the cost of installing a flatplate device
C o =annual cost of maintaining the flatplate system (cleaning etc.) in $/m 2 o f
colIector
r O = the ratio of the cost of maintaining
the concentrating collector to the cost
of maintaining a flat-plate system (per
m 2)
k l = the effective cost of capital
cm –– t h e c o s t o f f l a t - p l a t e s u p p o r t i n g
structures ($/m 2)
C,= concentration ratio of collector
This formula has been used to construct the
curves shown in figure x-7.
Figure X-7 .— Breakeven Costs for Concentrating
Photovoltaic Collectors Compared With Flat. Plate
Devices

where the variables are defined as follows:
c c = allowed cost of the concentratin g
collector, excluding the solar cells
($/m 2)
C fP = cost of fIat plate cell array ($/kW)
n fP = the efficiency of the f tat-plate array
r e = ratio of the efficiency of the concentrator photovoltaic system (includin g
losses in the collector optics) to the efficiency of the flat-plate array (including
packing factors)

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

EFFICIENCY OF CELLS USED IN THE
CONCENTRATOR
(not including optical losses)
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Assuming that concentrating systems cost
so percent more than flat-plate arrays to install and three times as much to operate on
a n a n n u a l b a s i s , concentrator systems
would be competitive with $500/kW—15
percent efficient flat-plate arrays if the concentrating collector costs about $70/m 2 a n d
concentrating cells are 20-percent efficient.
2
The concentrator could cost about $180/m
if concentrating cells are 40-percent efficient. (This example assumes that the optical efficiency of the concentrators is 80
percent and the concentration ratio is at
least 10 times the ratio between concentrator cell costs and the cost of fIat-plate arrays. ) The allowed cost of concentrators will
be considerably larger if there is a useful application for the thermal energy available
from an active cooling system.

While the cost of mounting cells on tracking collectors is clearly a major concern,
there is also cause for concern about the
cost of mounting flat-plate arrays. If array
prices fall below $300 to $500/kW, the cost
of supporting and installing the arrays could
begin to exceed the cost of the arrays
themselves.
General Electric has proposed a design
for a photovoltaic shingle which may be
able to substitute for a building roofing
material. If costs reach $100 to $300/kW, it
may also be economical to use photovoltaic
sheets as a part of a wall surface. I n most
locations in the United States, the output of
a collector mounted vertically on a south-,
east-, or west-facing walI is 40 to 60 percent
lower than the output of a collector fixed at
an optimum orientation.

PHOTOVOLTAIC COG EN ERATION
The analysis thus far has considered only
the electric output of collector systems, but
the attractiveness of photovoltaic devices
can be increased significantly if effective
use can be made of the thermal energy carried away by water pumped over the back
surfaces of collecting celIs. Such systems
are the photovoltaic analogs of cogeneration devices, and an analysis of the opportunities presented by such devices is
much the same as those conducted for conventional systems. I n both cases, the net efficiency of systems can only be understood
by examining the combined demands for
electricity and thermal energy in each proposed situation. There are clearly many
useful applications for the thermal energy
with temperatures in the 500 to 100‘C range
which can easily be extracted from most
photovoltaic cogeneration devices. About
23 to 28 percent of the primary energy consumed in the United States is used at temperatures below 108 o C .53
53
Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Survey of the Applications of Solar Thermal Energy Systems to /ndustrial Process Heat.

With photovoitaic systems, the critical
question is whether the electric-generating
efficiency which is lost because of operating
the cells at higher temperatures is compensated by the value of the thermal energy
produced.
Cell performance degrades
almost Iinearly with temperature at temperatures of interest primarily because of a
drop in the operating voltage of the cell (at
high temperatures, thermally excited electrons begin to dominate the electrical properties of the semiconductor device). This
temperature dependence is commonly expressed in the following form:

where n (T) is the efficiency of a cell at temperature T (expressed in “C) and ß is the temperature coefficient. The temperature coefficient (ß) measured for a number of different cells is illustrated in table X-3. It can
be shown in most cases that if a use for lowtemperature thermal energy exists, it is preferable to accept these losses of efficiency
and use the thermal output from celIs directIy rather than to maximize cell performance

Ch. X Energy Conversion With Photovoltaics
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Table X-3.—Temperature Dependence of Photovoltaic Devices

Material
Silicon . . . . . . .,
Silicon . . . . .
Silicon ., . . . . . . . .
Silicon . . . . . . . . .
Silicon . . . . . . . . .
GaAs . . . . . . . . . .
GaAs . . . . . . . . . .
GaAs . . . . . ., . . . .
CdS ., . . . . . . . .

Cell
efficiency
at 28° C(% )

Base
resistivity

10.4
11.8
12.4

0.1

1

0.3
0.3
2.0
10.0

1

12.2
11.8
17.0
19.2
18.5
7.8

Concentrate ion
ratio
Cr

ß= temperature coef ficient

0.0035
0.0035
0.0032
0.0040
0.0046
0.0022
0.0023
0.0021
0.004-0.005

40
1
1
1
100
1000
1

Sandia cell
Sandia cell
Sandia cell
Commercial cell
Commercial cell
Varian
Varian
Varian
Univ. of Delaware

—
SOURCES Silicon cell data from Edward Burgess, Sandla Laboratories, private communication.
GaAs data from L James, Varlan private communication
CdS data from John Meakln, Institute of Energy Conversion, Unlverslty of Delaware (private communlcat{on)

and attempt to use a photovoltaic-powered
heat pump to produce thermal energy,

ciency at 1000 C and about 12-percent efficiency at 2000 oC. 56

GaAs and other high-efficiency cells are
less affected by high temperature operation
than are silicon devices .54 A commercial
silicon cell operating with an efficiency of
12 percent at 270 C has an efficiency of only
8 percent if operated at 1000 o C 5 5 , while a
GaAs cell with an efficiency of 18.5 percent
at 280 C can operate with 16-percent effi-

It is possible to operate flat-plate collectors at elevated temperatures, but cogeneration will probably be easier to justify for
concentrating systems. Care must be taken
to cool concentrator cells even if waste heat
is not employed. If photovoltaic cogeneration proves to be attractive, concentrator
photovoltaic systems may continue to be
economically attractive even if the price
goals for fIat-plate arrays are achieved.

54
H j Hovel, IBM, Semiconductors and Sernirneta/s,
op cit , p 168
Fossum,
Sand ia
Burgess
and
J C
‘SE L
Laboratories, Albuquerque, “Performance of n + -p
Sillcon Solar Cells in Concentrated Sunlight, ” /EEE
Transactions on E/ectron Devices, E D-24(4), 1977, p.
436

56L. James, Varian Corp , private communication,
1977,

THE CREDIBILITY OF THE COST GOALS
The most satisfactory technique for anticipating the future cost of photovottaic devices wouId be to anticipate future manufacturing techniques and develop a precise
cost estimate for each processing step; this
approach is taken in the next section. Unfortunately, the results of such analyses are
inconclusive since many future manufactur-

ing processes capable of dramatic cost
reductions are based on techniques which
are now only laboratory procedures or
which anticipate progress in research. It is
possible, however, to make some estimates
of potential cost reduction by examining the
history of cost reductions achieved in simiIar types of manufacturing.
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A common statistical technique for
analyzing the history of cost reductions is
c a l l e d t h e “learning-curve” technique. 5 7
This technique attempts to correlate the
price of a product with the cumulative production experience of the industry manufacturing the product. In many cases, a rough
correlation appears to exist, although the
rate at which prices decrease varies greatly
from one industry to another. The rate of
“learning” is quantified by determining how
much the price decreases when the cumulative production volume doubles: if a doubling of accumulated volume results in a price
decrease of 10 percent, the system is said to
be on a “90-percent learning-curve;” if a
doubling of production volume results in a
price decrease of 30 percent, the system is
said to be on a “70-percent learn i rig-c urve.”
The most obvious place to look for a
historical analogy for predicting the price
reductions possible in photovoltaic devices
is the semiconductor industry which produces silicon devices using many of the
techniques now used to construct silicon
photovoltaic devices. The history of prices
in the transistor and silicon diode industries
is illustrated in figure X-8. The results are difficult to interpret since the price reductions
clearly do not follow a simple linear learning curve, but they do indicate that a learning curve of 70 percent is not impossible.
The analogy is far from perfect, of course,
since m i n i a t u r i z a t i o n t e c h n i q u e s w h i c h
were used effectively to reduce the price of
semiconductor electronics cannot be used
in the manufacture of photovoltaic devices;
the size of photovoltaic devices used in flatplate arrays cannot be reduced since power
produced by a unit area of photovoltaic surface is limited by the intensity of sunlight on
the Earth’s surface. The learning-curve
method is probably valid for making crude
estimates of future cell prices since learning
curves of 70 to 90 percent have been observed for most products, even when miniaturization is not used in the manufacturing
process.
“Boston Consulting Group, Perspectives on Experience, 1971.

MARKETS
The learning curve cannot be used to estimate the rate at which prices will fall
without information about the size of the
market at each future price. Unlike most
other power sources, the demand for photovoltaic devices exists at a large range of
prices, since the equipment can provide
power in remote areas where conventional
alternatives are extremely expensive. The
unique features of the equipment may lead
to the discovery of markets for energy where
no market now exists. The large elasticity of
markets, coupled with the fact that individual installations can be very small, has allowed an evolutionary growth in sales and a
gradual reduction in cell prices,
The free-world market for cells at 1976
prices was about 380 kW 58 of which about
280 kW were soId by U.S. manufacturers.
U.S. Government purchases during this
period were about 108 kW, of which about
50 kW were used in satellites. 59 Major commercial markets have appeared in communications equipment (68 kW), corrosion protection for bridges, pipelines and like applications (28 kW), and aids to navigation
(20 kW). 6O Sales during 1977 were expected
to be about twice 1976 levels.
Several market surveys for photovoltaic
equipment have been completed during the
past several years, and some of these are
summarized in table X-4. The considerable
differences in the forecasts reflect differing
judgments about the future cost of conventional energy and other forms of solar
energy, about the rate at which an industrial
infrastructure capable of supporting Iargescale production can be established, and
about the potential costs of support equipment (storage, controls, etc. ) and instalIa-

58BDM Corporation, Characterization of the Present
Worldwide Photovoltaics Power Systems Market, May
1977, p. 1-1.
S9 I ntertechnology Corporation, Photo vo/ta ;C power
Systems Market /identification and Analysis, Aug. 23,
1977.
‘“lntertechnology Corporation, op. cit.
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Figure X-8.— Boston Consulting Groups’ Learning Curve
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3

10

100
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Table X-4.– Market Forecasts for Photovoltaic Devices at Different Prices
[in megawatts of annual sales]
—
Array prices in dollars per peak watt
Marketing study

10

3

1

0.5

0.1-0.3

1. BDM/FEA
DOD market . . . . . . 10
Worldwide commer1.5
cial market . . . . . .

75

100

—

—

20

70

100

—

2. Intertechnology Corporation . . . . . ., . . 0.5

13

126
—

270
—

—
—

2.6
13

30
200
—

100
2,000
—

20,000
100,000
96,000

8

75

500

5,000

20-30

3. Motorola . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5
4. Texas Instruments. . . . .
0.4
5. RCA. . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.8
6. Westinghouse . . . . —
DOE planning, objectives . .

1.0

SOURCES ERDA brteflng on the “Photovoltalcs Program, ” Sept 9, 1977.
BDM Corporation, “Characterlstlcs of the Present Worldwide Photovoltalc
1.1
Irrtertechnology

Power Systems Market, ” May 1977, p

Corporation, “Photovoltaic Power Systems Market Identlflcatlon and Analyses, ’ Aug 23, 1977

BDM Corporation, DOD Phofovo/tam
Volume, p 17.

Energy Conversion Systems Market /nventory and Ana/ys/s, Summary

P D Maycock and G F Wakefield (Texas Instruments) “Business Analysis of Solar Photovoltatc Energy Conversion, ” The Conference Record of the E/evenfh /EEE P/rotovo/fam Specla//sfs Conference. 1975 Scottsdale, Arlz
May 1975, pp 252.255
The Motorola Corporation

tion. Some manufacturers, for example,
have been skeptical about the high forecasts
for small remote applications since many of
these applications require a considerable
amount of expensive marketing and engineering.
The surveys seem to agree that a significant fraction of sales during the next few
years will occur in developing countries.
Photovoltaic equipment is ideally suited to
places where no utility grid is available and
where labor for installing the equipment is
relatively inexpensive. Consumers in the
capital cities of many developing nations
now pay as much as $0.20 to $0.25/kWh for
electricity, and prices in more remote areas
are often higher (if power is available at
alI). 61 The modular nature of photovoltaic

“Telegrams received from A I.D from posts in
numerous developing nations during July and August
1977 [n response to a request for information about
local utlilty rates

equipment has the additional advantage of
allowing functioning power sources to be installed quickly and in sizes appropriate for
each application. Moreover, an investment
in the photovoltaic power source does not
commit a nation to finding a reliable source
of fuel or to maintaining a highly trained
group of operators—two serious problems
for developing countries,
Other possible areas where sales of photovoltaic equipment may increase rapidly during the next few years include applications
by the U.S. Department of Defense (large,
cost-effective purchases appear possible
during the next few years) 62 and the armed
forces of other nations; the agricultural sector, for irrigation and other pumping ap-

‘2BDM Corporation, DOD Photovoltalc Energy Cor-version S ysterns Market /nventory and A na/ys IS, 5ummary Volume, p. 17
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placations; and the transportation industry,
for highway markers and lighting. 63 64
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Figure X-9. -Photovoltaic Array Prices for
Several Market Projections

If prices fall below about $0.50/watt, an
explosive growth in sales could occur since
at this price photovoltaic equipment might
provide electricity which is competitive with
residential and commercial electricity rates
in many parts of the United States. 65 66 B y
the time prices fall to $0.10 to $0.30/kW, the
photovoltaic electricity may be competitive
with electricity sold at buIk rates to large industrial consumers. Estimating sales at these
levels is extremely speculative since generating large amounts of power from photovoltaic devices would require a fundamental change in the ways in which the Nation
now supplies and consumes electric energy.
Moreover, when array prices reach these low
levels, the overall cost and attractiveness of
photovoltaic systems are likely to be dominated by factors other than the cost of the
celIs themselves. Before turning to an analysis of integrated systems, however, it will
be useful to examine the costs and capabilities of the assortment of photovoltaic devices which are or may be available in the
near future.
Each of the projections of markets can be
used to predict the rate at which prices fall
given an assumed rate of “learning.” Three
forecasts and three different learning curves
have been used to construct the forecasts
shown in figure X-9. It can be seen that with
the RCA estimate of markets and a 70-percent learning curve, the technique predicts
that prices will reach $500/kW in 1986. If
prices fall according to a 75-percent learning curve, however, the price will not reach
$500/kW until after 1990. Using the less optimistic Texas Instruments (Tl) estimates of
markets, prices would not fall to $1,000/kW
untiI nearly 1990, even with the 70-percent
learning curve,
‘‘Intertechnology Corporation, op. cit.
64BDM Corporation, Photovo/taic Market, op cit.
“Westinghouse Corporation, Fina/ Report: Conceptual Design and S y s t e m s Ana/ysis of Photovo/taic
Power Systems, Vo/ume /, Executive Summary, April
1977, p 45
“See volume I I of this study

NOTE: With the exceptfon Of the “DOD sales” curves, It has been assumed
that the Federal Government spends $129 ml Illon for photovoltalc
systems
between 1978 and 1981, of which 40 percent IS actually used to purchase
cell arrays (the remainder being spent for des Ign, i nstallatlon, storage, control systems, and other supporting devices) The forecasts assume that
cumulatwe production of cel Is through 1975 was 500 kW and that average
array prices at the end of 1975 were $15/Watt

The figure also illustrates the extrem e sensitivity of the forecast of potential price reductions to the assumptions made about intermediate markets. If the BDM Corporation
forecasts of potential cost-effective military
applications are correct and the militar y
purchases devices for all cost-effective applications, prices can fall to $500/kW by
1986, even if a 75-percent learnin g curve i s
assumed.
If the cost of photovoltaic devices is to be
reduced through an expansion of the market, the industry will have to grow extremely
rapidly for the cost goals to be met. For example, if prices follow a 70-percent learning
curve, the cost goals can be met if the pro-
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duction rate of cells doubles each year. (The
times required to achieve different price reductions, given a learning curve and production doubling time, are summarized in table
X-5.) Such expansions are possible but they
could make it difficult for small companies
now manufacturing cells to expand fast
enough to meet demands.

AN ANALYSIS OF
MANUFACTURING COSTS
Silicon
The vast majority of the photovoltaic
celIs now being sold are single-crystal siIicon
cells in fIat arrays. (See figure X-1 O.) The bulk
of Federal funding to reduce the cost of
cells is being directed to silicon technology.
The Federal Low-Cost Silicon Solar Array
(LSSA) project, managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (jPL) has made a careful
analysis of the component costs of each
step in the manufacturing process and is

[n spite of its limitations, the learningcurve technique can provide some useful
guidance by establishing whether the cost
goals anticipated for photovoltaic devices
exceed any historic rates (the goals are optimistic, but not impossible by this test), and
they can be used to explore the sensitivity of
price reductions to different forecasts of
potential markets.

Table X-5.— Years To Achieve Indicated Price Reduction as a Function of
Learning Curve and Assumed Growth in Demand

——
Number of times production rates
double each year

Price reduction

Learning
curve

(PO/ P)

(percent)

4

2

1

1/2

30

70
75
80

3.0
3.6
4.4

5.5
6.6
8.4

10.0
12.3
15.7

22.6
29.4

50

70
75
80

3.4
4.0
5.0

6.2
7.5
9.5

11.4
14.1
18.0

20.9
26.1
34.0

70

3.8

7.2

13.4

75
80

4.6
5.8

8.7

11.0

16.5
21.1

24.7
30.9
40.2

70
75
80

4.1
5.0
6.2

7.8
9.4
11.9

14.5
17.9
22.9

27.0
33.7
43.8

100

150

Assumptions: Price in 1976 = PO = $15,000/kWea
Cumulative sales volume in 1976 = So = 500 kweb
Annual sales in 1976 = B = 250 (kWe)e
= to = 1976 (base date)

lnC

Communtd(on

yerk~.s, (.ARc(_J solar,
) Pr!vatf?
bJ Llndmeyer, (Solarex Corp ) Private Comrnunlcatlon.
C A Cllfford, (Solarex Corp ) Private Communlcatlon. Oct 1976
SOURCE” Prepared by OTA

aJ w,

18.0
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Figure X-10.— Commercial Silicon Photovoltaic Cells
Silicon Concentrator Photovoltaic Cells

Commercial Silicon Photovoltaic Cells

Scale in Centimeters
Manufacturer:
1. Solarex.
2. Arco Solar (Printed contacts)
3. Motorola.
4, Optical Coatings Laboratory, Inc.
(Space Cell Utilized In Sat elites)

systematicalIy examining techniques for
reducing costs in four major areas.
●

Production of the pure silicon feedstock,

●

Preparation of a thin sheet of silicon,

●

Fabrication of cells, and

●

Arrangement of the cells in a weatherproof array.

JPL objectives for cost reductions in each
area are shown in table X-6. I n reaching
these goals, maintaining high cell efficiency
wilI be criticalIy important since many costs
in cell manufacture and in the instalIation
of photovoltaic arrays are proportional to
overalI celI area and not to power.
SILICON PURIFICATION

The purified polycrystalline silicon used
as the raw material of commercial cell
manufacture now costs about $65/kg. T h e
jet Propulsion Laboratory estimated that, if
the goal of $0.50/watt is to be reached, the
silicon material cost must be reduced to

Photos John Furber, OTA

Manufacturer:
1-4. Spectrolab.
5. Sandia Laboratories,
6. Solarex.

about $1 O/kg and the amount of siIicon
wasted in the manufacturing process considerably reduced. b ’ Perhaps even more importantly, current techniques for manufacturing silicon are extremely inefficient in
their use of energy; approximately 7,000
kWh of energy is required to manufacture a
cell with a peak output of 1kW (assuming
that celIs are 100 microns thick and 82 percent of the silicon entering the manufacturing process is wasted). 68 This means that the
device must operate in an average climate
for about 4 years before it produces as much
energy as was consumed in manufacturing
the component silicon.
Several promising techniques for improving the purification have been experimentally verified, and it should be possible to
‘7H Macomber, j PL, P r o c e e d i n g s , E R D A Sernia nnua / Solar Photo vo/ta ic Program Review Meeting,
Silicon Technology Programs Branch, San Diego,
Calif , January 1977, p 68.
“L P Hunt, Dow Corning Corp , “Total Energy Use
In the Production of S i I icon Solar Cel Is From Raw
Materials to Finished Product, ” Twe/fth IEEE-1976, op.
cit `, pp 347-352
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Table X-6.—The Distribution of CoStS in the Manufacture of silicon Photovoltaic Devices
Using Contemporary Technology [aii costs in $/peak W]
Non ingot
technology

Ingot technology

Polysilicon . . . . . . . . .
Crystal growth and
cutting . . . . .
Cell fabrication . . . . . . .
Encapsulation
materials
.
.
.
.
Module assembly and
encapsulating
.

——
‘Does

Price
.
Goal . . . . . . . . . .
not

Representative
data for 1976

1978

1980

1982

1984

1986

2.01

1.16

.76

.28

.14

.06

4.18
5.97

2.50
1.87

1.43
1.01

.67
.58

.23
.34

.10
.19

.78

.22

.12

.09

.07

.03

3.99
16.96
20.00

1.25

.68

.38

.22

.12

7,00

4.00

2.00

1.00

50

Include Inflation— prices In 1975 constant dollars

NOTE The detailed price goal allocations are for slllcon Ingot technology up through 1982 and for slllcon sheet Technology In 1984 dnd 1986 These
al local Ions for use w It h In the LSSA Pro)ec I are subject to rev IS Ion ds better knowledge I s gal ned and s ho[) Id not be ( onstr ued as
predicted prices
I t Is ex pec ted t hal after 1982, Ingot and sheet lec h ndogy mod u Ies w I I I be cost corn pet I t I ve, w I t h the poss I btl I t y that the $ 50/W goal ~ an be
achieved by e It her technology Technology developments and future product I on c OS! parameters w I I 1 be malor factors I n determ I n I nq t hc~ most
cost effective deslg ns
SOURCE Jet Propulslorl

Laboratory Low Cost SIIIC on Solar Array Pro)e( t Recel~ed by OTA June 1977

develop cell arrays capable of producing all
the energy used in their manufacture in 3 to
4 months. ” A significant amount of c h e m ical engineering and process development is
needed, however, to demonstrate that these
laboratory experiments can be scaled-up by
many orders of magnitude to form the basis
of a commercial faciltiy.
It is possible to produce photovoltaic
celIs with siIicon less pure than the “semiconductor grade” material now used in cell
manufacture, but a careful analysis must be
made to determine whether the lower silicon costs would compensate for the additional system costs which would be incurred
by the reduced cell efficiency which results.
Manufacturing very high efficiency cells for
use in concentrators may even require silicon which is of higher purity than the materiaI now used to produce most semiconductors.
Silicon costs probably represent the single
greatest technical barrier to meeting JPL’s
cost goals for nonconcentrating arrays in the
early 1980’s. This is because construction of
b9Hunt, Ibid,

plants capable of manufacturing silicon in
quantities large enough to achieve the required cost reductions would need to be
established very quickly— probably within
the next year — and the investments required
will be large, compared to previous spending in photovoltaic manufacturing New silicon plants are Iikely to require more capital
investment per unit of cell production than
any other stage in the celI production process — between $20 miIIion and $40 miIIion
for a single plant. There is no incentive to invest in such equipment of this magnitude
solely for the purpose of selIing sit icon to
the semiconductor industry because material costs for these devices are already a
small part of the device cost. Silicon prices,
therefore, are unlikely to fall by 1982 unless
the Government takes some action.
Improved sawing techniques may be able
to cut silicon material requirements by twothirds by producing thinner silicon cells and
reducing the material lost as sawdust. 70 Im‘ ( ’A Kran, I HM, Proceeding, S yn?po~lun? on t h e
M,] ter/a/s .$cience$ Aspect o f T h i n / //n? $y~ tern~ for
So/ar F rwrgy C o n \ wsion, Tuscon, Arlz , Mdy 20-22,
1074
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proving the techniques used to grow crystals
could also reduce losses. Development of a
ribbon or thin-film, crystal-growing process
could greatly reduce wastage. Development
of an amorphous silicon cell with adequate
performance would dramaticalIy reduce silicon requirements in cells since these cells
would probably require less than I p e r c e n t
of the silicon used in commercial cells, Silicon requirements can also be greatly reduced if concentrator devices are used.

FORMATION OF SILICON SHEETS
Growing pure silicon crystals and sawing
them into thin waters now represents about
25 percent of the price of arrays. 7’ A number
of active programs exist for improving the
batch processes in which crystal ingots are
currently being produced and sawed into
wafers 72 techniques have also been designed for drawing single-crystal sheets or
ribbons directly from molten siIicon, but a
considerable amount of engineering w o r k
must be done before a commerciaI process
if available. Development of an Ingot technique adequate to meet the $1 to $2 per
watt cost goal appears to be assured, and
improved ingot techniques may even be
adequate to meet the 1986 cost goal. The
problems remainlng in this technology appear to be largely ones of improving mechanical designs, this is another area where
the program could be accelerated by the
crystal growing
Although
Government
equipment IS relatively expensive, unsubsidlzed commercial Interest in this kind of
equipment In the next few years is Iikely to
be greater than commercial interest in advanced silicon refinement processes. Research progress which makes it possible to
use polycrystalIine or amorphous materials
wouId substantialIy reduce the cost of this
step In production

——.—— —
7‘“ Low-(’ost SI I IC on Sol at Array Pro]ect, ” Qudrter)y
Report-l, J Uly-september
1976, pp 1-4
“jet propulylon Ldbordtory, Low-cost $//icon .$o/dr
Array F’ro/ect, Report-J, July- September 1976, pp
4-57
7
‘M~comber, ] P1 , op c It , p 71
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Crystal Growing and S/icing

Ali of the silicon photovoltaic devices
now sold are manufactured from wafers
sawn from single-crystal boules (2- to 3-inch
diameter cylinders of silicon). These wafers
represented about 35 percent of the cost of
photovoltaic arrays in 1976 (see table X-6)
The crystals are commonly grown by dip
ping a seed crystal into a silicon melt in a
quartz crucible which is a few degrees
above silicon’s melting point and by slowly
withdrawing the growing cyrstal from the
melt. The crucible and the crystal are
counter-rotated to grow a straight crystal of
uniform, circular cross-section The crystal
is pulled from the crucible until most of the
molten silicon has been withdrawn and
removed from the melt. The entire apparatus is then aIlowed to cool so that the
crystal can be taken out of the airtight
chamber, As the remaining molten silicon
solidifies in the crucible, the crucible usually breaks, adding about $50 to the cost of
the boule This procedure is called the
“Czochralskl ” (Cz) or “Teal-Little” method.
The boule is sawed into thin wafers which
are sent to the next stage of the cell fabrication process. Several commercial silicon
celIs manufactured using this technique are
shown in figure X-10. A variety of new concepts have been proposed for reducing the
cost of the crystal-growlng processes, some
Involve radicalIy new approaches where thin
tilms or ribbons are solifified directly from
the molten silicon.
• I reproved sawing techniques might re
duce the material lost in the sawin g
process; currently, nearly 50 percent of
t h e c r y s t a l g r o w n i s lost as s i l i c o n
sawdust. ” Techniques are bein g developed which use muItiple saws wIth thin
saw blades, sawing wires, and other advanced processes to decrease the material lost In sawing and increase the
number of silicon wafers produced
from a single crystal by producin g thinner wafers. 74 75
“Texas Instruments, I nc , and L’drlan have F RDA
contrdcts t o I m p r o v e sawl ng technlquej See R G
Forney, et al J PL, op clt
7’LSSA Quarter/v Report, op clt , pp 4-117, 4-115
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The molten silicon in the quartz crucible from which the crystal boule is withdrawn can be continuously replenished,
leading to longer crystal draws and a
lower requirement for crucibles. (This
process could also save a number of
processing steps.)
The silicon material lost in sawing
could be recycled for further use if it is
not contaminated in the cutting process.
Techniques can be used to increase the
diameter of the crystals grown by using
the standard Czochralski process. Crystals now in use are typically 3 inches in
diameter, but crystals 10 inches in
diameter have been grown in laborat o r i e s . An experiment is now underway to grow three 12-inch diameter
crystals in one continuous heating cycle. 77 Choice of an optimum diameter
will depend on a detailed study of the
manufacturing process. (Problems in
cutting the crystals increase with
crystal diameter. )
The rate of crystal growth can be increased if columnar grains can be tolerated in cell wafers (research is required
to determine the extent to which such
grains can be tolerated or their effects
minimized).
Considerable energy and capital equipment could be saved if a process could
be developed for growing a crystal in a
mold. The Crystal Systems Company is
currently examining a concept in which
a seed crystal is placed in one end of an
insulated mold filled with molten silicon. A temperature gradient is maintained along the mold so that the crystal grows from the end with the seed
crystal to fiII the mold. 78 This technique
is commonly used to grow metal crystals, but has not yet been successfully

“M. GoIdes (President of SunWind Ltd ), private
communlcatlon, Aug 16, 1976
“R G Forney, et al , j PL, op clt
78
R C Forney, et al , jPL, op cit.

adapted to the growth of semiconductor-grade silicon crystals.
improvements in cutting circular
wafers into the hexagons required for
close packing are possible through the
use of a Iaser-slicing technique being
developed by Texas Instruments.
Table X-6 indicates that if current techniques are converted to mass production,
silicon wafer blanks can be produced for
a b o u t $ 1 1 2 / m2 ($0.80/watt if the cell is 14percent efficient) if polycrystalline material
were purchased for $35/kg. This could be
reduced to approximately $78/m 2 if polycrystal Iine material were purchased for
$10/kg. A recent analysis conducted for
DOE by Texas Instruments estimated that it
would be possible to produce “solar-grade”
polycrystalline silicon
for $10/kg (or
$214/kW at 14 percent efficiency), 79 and for
approximately $5/kg if arrays are to be
manufactured for $1 ()()/k W. 80
Single Crystal Growth—Ribbons and Sheets

Research has been underway for at least
15 years to develop a process by which
single-crystal silicon can be produced in the
form of ribbons or sheets. Thin ribbons
would be appropriate for use in solar cells
without the crystal-slicing steps required for
boules. This would eliminate the costs involved in slicing the crystals and could
make more efficient use of silicon. This
wouId not only eliminate expensive operating steps, b u t c o u l d r e d u c e t r i m m i n g
losses when cutting round cells to hexagonal
cells. The Department of Energy has been
funding Mobil-Tyco, Solar Energy Corp.,
IBM, Motorola, RCA, the University of
South Carolina, and Westinghouse to assess
the merits of a variety of processes for growing single-crystal ribbons and sheets. 81
One technique for doing this is the “edgedefined, film-fed growth” process (EFG);
“Ibid.
‘“lbld
a’ E RDA, Semiannua/ Nationa/ Yo/ar Photovo/tage
Program Review Meeting, University of Maine, August
1976
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work began on this process about a decade
ago. The EFG process utilizes a graphite die
on top of a crucible of molten silicon. A narrow pool of molten silicon forms on the top
of the die by capillary action. A thin ribbon
of silicon is slowly withdrawn from this
pool. 82 Such a ribbon is shown in the growth

process in figure X-11. Photovoltaic cells
made from EFG ribbons have shown efficiencies as high as 10 p e r c e n t . 83 I n t e n s i v e
work is proceeding on the EFC process but
several difficulties remain: 1 ) contain i nation

82B Chalmers, “ T h e Photovoltaic Ceneratlon o f
E Iectrlcity,” Scientific American, November 1976, p
34

‘~K, Ravi, et al., 12th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Baton Rouge, La., Nov. 15,1976

Figure X-1 1 .—Silicon Ribbon Being Grown by the “Edge-Defined Film. Fed Growth” Process

(Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corp )

— —
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of the ribbon by impurities from the die
results i n e f f i c i e n c i e s l o w e r t h a n o t h e r
siIicon cells; 2) the graphite die is attacked
by the molten silicon; and 3) the process is
currently quite slow. Ribbons 2- to 21A-cm
wide can now be grown at rates of 2 to 7 cm
per minute. The objective is a growth rate of
approximately 18 cm. per minute. a’ A recent
analysis by IBM indicated that a largediameter Czochralski boule can grow silicon
crystal areas at a rate equivalent to 20 to 40
simultaneously pulled ribbons .85
Other ribbon techniques under investigation include the IBM “Capillary Action
Shaping Technique” (CAST) which uses a
wetted die, and the RCA “inverted stepanov” technique which uses a nonwetted die.
Both techniques share many of the problems of the EFG approach. a’
Another process for manufacturing ribbons is the web-dendrite crystal growth
process. Unlike EFG, this process requires no
die, and the die contamination and die erosion problems are, therefore, avoided. Strips
of silicon 2 meters long, 0.15mm thick, and
22mm wide have been grown at rates of 2 to
3 cm per minute; the objective is a growth
r a t e o f 1 8 c m p e r m i n u t e . 87 D i f f i c u l t i e s
which remain with this process include: 1)
the fact that careful temperature control is
necessary, which probably precludes the simultaneous growth of several ribbons from
one melt; and 2) relatively slow growth rates.

Polycrystalline Sheets

Work is also underway to develop lowcost techniques for producing sheets of
polycrystalline silicon with crystal grains
large enough in size and oriented properly
“lbld
“ 5A Kran (1 BM), “Single-Sillcon Crystal Growth by
Czochralski and Ribbon Techniques–A Comparison
of C a pa bl I I t Ies, ” Proceedings, S yrnpos I urn on the
Material Sciences Aspect of Thin Film Systems for
So/ar [nergy Conversion, Tuscon, Ariz , May 20-22,
1974, Pp 422-430
“’’Low-Cost Silicon Solar Array Project, ” Quarterly
Report-1, july-September 1976, p 4-57
“lbld

to allow the production of cells with acceptable efficiencies. Some processes are yielding individual crystal grains 1 to 10 mm on a
side, blurring the distinction between single
and polycrystalline devices. Perfection of
such processes could lead to more efficient
use of the silicon feedstock and replaces the
expensive task of growing a perfect crystal
with a casting, forming, or depositing process which may be much less expensive.
Some of the methods proposed would create a thin layer of polycrystalline material
on a solid backing, or substrate, thus
eliminating the cost and material waste
associated with slicing the silicon material
into wafers. Concepts include:
1. Dipping a substrate into molten silicon,
covering the substrate with a thin
coating of
polycrystalline
siIicon.
(Honeywell).
2. Continuously pulling a thin sheet of silicon from the surface of a pool of
molten metal where silicon vapor is being deposited. (General EIectric).
3 Depositing silicon from a silicon-halide
gas directly onto a hot substrate. It may
be possible to combine the final stage
of silicon purification (distillation) with
this deposition process (Rockwell international and Southern Methodist University).
4 Forming heated silicon material under
pressure in rollers (University of Pennsylvania).
5 Casting
blocks of
poiycrystalIine
material and slicing the blocks (Crystal
Systems, Salem, Mass.).
CELL FABRICATION
The process of converting silicon wafers
into an operating photovoltaic array with 1
kW peak output involves a number of individual steps which now require many hours
of hand labor, 88 adding about $6 to the price
‘ 8 P D . M a y c o c k a n d G F Wakefleld, T e x a s instruments, “Business Analysls of Solar Photovoltalc
Energy Conversion, ” Eleventh IEEE-7975, pp 252-255
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manufacture silicon wafers. This is because
significant cost reductions can b e a c complished with plants much smaller than
50 MW/year, and it is much less likely that
fabricating plants would become obsol e t e – e v e n i f b r e a k t h r o u g h s d r a m a t i c a l ly
reduce the cost of manufacturing silicon
wafers.

of a 1 watt cell. Processes include the creation of the photovoltaic junction, the addition of electrical contacts, and the application of anti-reflective coatings. 89 Studies of
mass-production techniques conducted for
JPL by Motorola, Texas Instruments, and
RCA all indicate that this cost could be
reduced
to
$0.30
to
$0.90/watt90 using
known mass-production apparatus, if plants
capable of producing about 5 to 50 MW annualIy were constructed. The costs associated with each step in the fabricating
process are shown in table X-7. Projecting
further price reductions, however, requires a
fair amount of optimism. It can be seen
from table X-4, however, that cell prices
must fall to $1 to $2/watt before there will
be markets large enough to support several
competing fabricating plants of the size envisioned in the JPL studies. It is likely that
manufacturers wilI show greater desire to invest in fabrication equipment than in the
more capital-intensive devices required to
————
“’F RDA “ Photovol talcs Program “

The laborious and expensive processes for
making photovoltaic celIs are also extremely inefficient in their use of energy. Silicon
material, for example, is melted when it is
purified, cooled, and shipped to the crystalg r o w i ng facility where it must be melted
again to grow a crystal, again cooled,
heated at least once more during cell fabrication, and then cooled to ambient temperatures for the third time. No attempt is
made to recover any of the heat wasted
when the cells are cooled. The efficiency of
this process c o u l d c l e a r l y b e i m p r o v e d
significantly to reduce both the cost of the
cell and the time required for the cell to
“pay-back” the energy used in its manufacture once it is installed.

‘(’h! acomber, J []l., op clt , pp 71-72

Table X-7 . —The Major Steps in Manufacturing a Silicon Photovoltaic Device
—
Surface
prep
—.—
M o t o r o l a
R C A

Texas Instru ments

0.282

0.003

0.035

Junction
format ion
(alternate)

Metalization

Totals

0.080
Ion 0.044
(Spin 0.081 )
& PO CI3
(Print 0.048)

0.082

0.042

0.385

0871

0.101

0,045

0.114

0309

Spin 0.048
(Ion O 092)

Thik Film 0.050

to
0.343

0.093

Hermetic 0.272
Nonhermetic 0135

wafers Sliced from ingots
extrapolation of present technology with reasonable development but wlthout technological
breakthroughs

3) 50 MW/year productlon of a slngle deslgn.
4) 14 percent cell efficiency
‘ Does not Include

Module
fabrication

-.——

A SS umptions
I) cells would be made uslnq
2) Based upon an

Other
processes

cost of sllicln material nor wafers

S O U R C E JPL L[, h CJst Slhr(,r) Sc~lar Array Prole t (r~t mred by OTA June 19771

0391
to
0.586
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MODULE ASSEMBLY AND ENCAPSULATION

Figure X.12.—Thin-Film Cadmium Sulfide-Copper
Sulfide Solar Cells

Finally, the process of connecting cells
together into arrays and encapsulating them
to protect the cells from the weather must
be reduced by a factor of 10 from current
c o s t s t o a b o u t $ 0 . 1 2 / w a t t .91 A variety of
techniques have been proposed and the cost
reduction seems feasible, but the exact
technique which will be used is not yet
clear.

Thin Films
The nonsilicon thin-film technologies
which show the greatest potential for
reaching the cost goals early in the 1980’s
are all based on the CdS/Cu 2S heterojunction cell. Much more work has been done on
the problem of reducing the cost of manufacturing CdS/Cu 2S than on any other thin
film.
Cadmium sulfide cells are produced commercially in the United States by Solar
Energy Systems (SES) of Newark, Del. These
cells are produced in batch processes 92 a n d
hermetically sealed in glass. Their efficiency
is 3.2 percent with an array efficiency of 2.5
percent. 93 SES is attempting to keep their array prices competitive with the market price
of silicon arrays. An eariy prototype cell is
shown in figure X-12.
No technical barriers to scaling up the
current manufacturing procedures are foreseen, but a significant amount of “process
development” w i l l b e r e q u i r e d t o b r i n g
prices
below
$1,000/kW.94 Researchers
at
Westinghouse estimate that a factory based
on this process capable of manufacturing
cells for $1 to $2/watt could be producing
commercial products within 2 years of a
decision to initiate the project. 95

“See table X-6
‘ 2 F A Shlrland, W e s t i n g h o u s e R e s e a r c h L a b s ,
private communication, Mar. 26, 1976
‘3S DiZlo (President, SE S) private comr:]unication,
Apr 7 1976.
“Ibid.
95F. A Shirland, W e s t i n g h o u s e R e s e a r c h L a b s r
private communlcatlon, Mar. 26, 1976.

PHOTO: Courtesy of the University of Delaware

Photon Power, Inc., of El Paso, Tex., is
developing a chemical spray process which
forms cadmium sulfide solar cell panels directly on hot float-glass as it comes out of
the glass factory.
Photon Power has completed a pilot plant
in El Paso for testing the technique. If the
process works as well in large- scale production as it has in laboratory tests, the facility
will be expanded into a smalI manufacturing
plant which, it is hoped, will be able to produce arrays which can be sold for $2 to
$5/watt by 1980. 9 ’ Low costs are possible
because all of the processes in cell manufacturing (cell growth, junction formation, ap-

9’G. Rodrick, (President, Photon Power, Inc.),
private communication, March 1978
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plying contacts, and encapsulation) involve
spraying a series of chemical layers onto hot
glass moving through the plant on a continuous conveyor. Laboratory devices p r o duced with a similar process have yielded
5.6-percent efficiencies, and cells with 8- to
lo-percent efficiencies appear possible. ”
Even higher efficiencies may result if the
prom i sing resuIts of experiments mixing zinc
with cadmium can be integrated into the
process.
Photon Power is working with LibbyOwens-Ford (a part owner of the company)
to design a process which can be attached
to a float-glass plant. A preliminary calculation indicated that a plant costing about
$140 million would be able to produce 2
for $0.05 to $0.15/watt.98
G We / y e a r
The major technical challenge in increasing
output will be finding a way to increase the
speed of the spray application process from
the 2 cm per minute in the pilot plant by
about an order of magnitude to match the
rate at which glass is produced from a flatglass facility. 99 It will also be necessary to
“G A Samara (Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque),
Proceedings, ERDA Semiannual Photovoltaic Advanced Ma reria /s Program Review A4eetlng, Wash I ngton,
D C , Mar 22-23, 1977
“j F jordan, P h o t o n P o w e r , Inc , International
Conference on Solar Electricity, Toulouse, France,
April 1976
“j F J o r d a n , P h o t o n P o w e r , Inc , private communlcatlon, April 1976
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determine how much of the cadmium not
initially captured on the glass can be recycled (this is important since cadmium is expensive and toxic) and to determine how
well the hydrogen chloride, sulphur, and
sulfurous acids can be recycled.
The French National petroleum company,
Compagnie Francaise des Petroles, owns
controlling interest in Photon Power. LibbyOwens-Ford and D. H. Baldwin Co., own
minority interests.
Patcentre International of Hartfordshire,
England is working on a spray process very
similar to Photon Power’s. They report S . S percent efficiency for their laboratory devices, and hope to market a commercial
product in 1980. ’00
A number of other cells, usually based on
heterojunctions b e t w e e n a n e l e m e n t i n
group III and group V of the periodic table,
are being investigated as candidate thin film
cells, but few are beyond the stage of basic
laboratory research. The present performance of some of these experimental devices
is shown in table X-2.

IOOG Kaplan, IEEE Spectrum, “Power/Energy Prog ress Report, ” IEEE Spectrum, Vol 15, No 1, january
1978, p 51

MATERIALS AVAILABILITY AND TOXICITY
Enthusiasm about cells based on mate
rials other than silicon must be tempered to
some extent by uncertainties abou‘t the
health hazards which they may present and
about the limits imposed on their production by U.S. and world supplies of component materials. Both cadmium and arsenic,
used in GaAs cells, are toxic and while it
may be possible to reduce the hazards they
present to manageable proportions and
whiIe both materials are already used extensively in commercial products and manufac-

turing, it clearly w i l l

be necessary to examine these hazards with some care before
recommending an energy system which
wouId significantly increase the use of these
materials near populated areas. Domestic
supplies of both cadmium and gallium will
be sufficient to supply annual production
in
excess
rates
of several
thousand
megawatts a year but production beyond
this level could tax domestic supplies and, in
the case of cadmium, known world reserves
limit the ultimate potential of CdS/Cu 2 S
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devices to about the level of current U.S.
energy consumption.

SILICON
Silicon is nontoxic and in plentiful supply
(about one atom in five in the Earth’s crust is
a silicon atom), although current production
rates of purified silicon are not adequate to
support a large solar industry. The manufacture of silicon devices with present techniques involves the use of a number of
hazardous chemicals (PH 3, BCl3, H2S 2, HCI,
H C N ) .101 Existing State and Federal laws
should be sufficient to ensure that releases
of these materials into the air and water are
kept to acceptable levels, although vigilance will be needed to ensure compliance
with these regulations. Meeting the standards may add to the cost of the devices.

CADMIUM
Cadmium is a cumulative heavy-metal
poison with a half-life in the human body of
10 to 25 years. Cadmium poisoning is believed to lead to accelerated aging, increased risk of cancer, heart disease, lung
damage, birth defects, and other probI e m s . 102 Chronic exposure to airborne cadmium can lead to emphysema and other respiratory problems. 103 Cadmium, however, is
used in many commercial and industrial
products; it is used for corrosion protection
on bolts and screws, in paints, plastics, rubber tires, motor oil, fungicides, and some
types of fertilizers. 104 Increased use of cadmium resulting from large-scale manufacture of CdS/Cu2 S cells could result in in-

10’] G. Holmes, et al , “Environmental and Safety
implications of Solar Technologies,” Proceedings,
1977 Annual Meeting American Section of the /nternationa/ Solar Energy Society, Orlando, Fla., june 1977,
p. 28-7
‘O’N A Esmen, et al., University of Delaware, Environmental Aspects of Cadmium Sulfide Usage in
Solar Energy Conversion– Part P– Toxicological and
E n v i r o n m e n t a l Health Considerations – A 13ib/iography, NSF/RANN, SE/C I 34872 /T R73/5, june 1, 1973,
Section I I
‘OJHolmes, op. clt , p, 287.
‘04 Esmen, op cit., section II & IV

creased release of cadmium from mining, refining, and manufacturing of the cell, and it
would increase the amount of cadmium
present in products located near populated
areas, thereby increasing the risk of exposure in the event of fires, accidents, or the
demolition of buildings.
More stringent standards may be needed
both in manufacturing processes involving
the material and in permitting usage of the
material in commercial products. At present, cadmium is not subject to any environmental controls, but under both the Toxic
Substance Control Act (P. L. 94-469) and the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(P. L. 94-580), EPA has jurisdiction over its
regulation which, if instituted, could include
both solar and other household uses.
It is apparently possible to significantly
reduce the cadmium released in the manufacturing process, and it appears that with
proper encapsulation CdS cells can be used
in residential areas with minimal hazard. 10 5
Exposure to the material would only occur
during fires, accidental breakage, or building demolition. The acceptabiIity of such exposure can be judged better when meaningful standards have been developed.
U.S. production of cadmium in 1970
could support the annual manufacture of
cell arrays with a peak output of 5,000 to
20,000 MWe (assuming cells are lo-percent
efficient). World production is about five
times greater than U.S. production. 106 T h e
higher figure applies to the spray process for
manufacturing cells, which results in cells
about 6 microns thick. Significant increases
in cadmium production may be achievable,
however, if demand increases. Identified
U.S. reserves of cadmium are sufficient to
produce cells with an annual output equal
to the current U.S. consumption of electricity. Known world reserves are about five
times greater than U.S. reserves. ’07
‘ 05 Esmen, op. cit
) ObH .j
IBM, S e m i c o n d u c t o r s a n d
Hovel,
Semimeta/s, op. cit., p. 219.
107R A Heindl, Minera/ Facts and F’rob/ems, U.S.
Bureau of Mines, U S. G.P.O ,1970, p 515.
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GALLIUM ARSENIDE
Undisassociated GaAs is harmful but apparently not highly toxic. A lethal dose for
an average adult is about one-third kg (0.7
lb). ’08 To ingest this much GaAs, a person
would have to eat the amount of CaAs in
about 20m 2 (200 square feet) of fIat-plate arrays or the amount of GaAs in a field of concentrating arrays covering about 3 acres,
clearly a Herculean task. The coatings and
protective encapsulation placed on cells
should be able to reduce any hazards associated with normal operation of GaAs devices to acceptable levels.
The major danger arises when the
material disassociates as a result of a fire or
some other accident, since many arsenic
compounds are highly toxic and recognized
carcinogens, 109 110 T h e AS 2 0 3 w h i c h w o u l d
be released in a fire could contaminate land
and water near the fire site. Since the cells
wouId most probably be used in connection
with high concentrations of sunlight, care
must be taken to ensure that the materials
do not vaporize and escape if a breakdown
in the cell cooling system occurs. The
amounts of arsenic used in a concentratin g
collector, however, w o u I d b e e x t r e m e l y
1‘aBased on l-13j0 of 4,700 mg/kg body weight cited
In the Regtstry of Toxic Effects of C h e m i c a l Subs t a n c e s , 1975 Edltlon, U S Department of HEW,
N IOSH
‘“’N I Sax, Dangeroqs P r o p e r t i e s of lndustrla/
Materials, Fourth Edition, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co ,
1975, pp 420-421
1‘“George L Waldbott, Hea/th E f f e c t s o f Envlronmen?a/ Pollutants, C V. Mosby Co., 1973, pp.
202-203
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small. A device with a concentration ratio of
1,000 would, for example, use only about
0.16 gm per m 2 of collector area. This concentration is 250 to 1,500 times smalIer than
the concentration of A S 2 0 3 r e c o m m e n d e d
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture for
weed control. 111
Gallium supplies should not place a si g nificant constraint on the use of GaAs devices. U.S. consumption of gallium in 1973
was 8.5 metric tons per year, most of which
i s i m p o r t e d . If this amount of GaAs were
used to produce 50-micron-thick cells used
in tracking collectors producing concentration ratios of 1,000, the arrays would have a
peak output of about 10 GWe at an efficiency of 20 percent. These arrays would have
an average output of about 1 percent of the
average output of all electric-generating
facilities in the U.S. in 1977. 113 D o m e s t i c
production of gallium could be increased
substantially if an attempt is made to extract the gallium associated with coal,
aluminum, and zinc ores. A recent study indicated that the United States could produce about 600 metric tons/year of gallium
from these sources. ’ So the gallium resource is ample. World resources-of gal lium
are about 1.1 x 105 metric tons.}‘5
‘ 1‘USDA Herblclde

Manual, 1965
‘“Y C M Yeh, j PL, private communication, Apr.
25, 1975
1
l‘H. j Hovel,
IBM,
Semiconductors
and
Semimeta/s, op. cit , ~ 219
‘“R N. Anderson,” Available Supply of Gallium and
Arsenic, NASA-Langley, Contract Order No L42953A,
1976
f‘‘H j Hovel, IBM Semiconductors and Semimeta/s,
Op Clt , p 220

PERFORMANCE OF CELLS IN REAL ENVIRONMENTS
Since the output of cells varies as a function of temperature, it is necessary to c o m pute cell temperatures in order to obtain an
accurate estimate of the output of cells installed in various types of collectors. The
temperature of the cells depends on the effective heat-transfer coefficient of the
system used to provide cooling. In simple
flat-plate systems, the heat loss from the

front (and possibly also the back) of the arrays provides adequate cooling. In concentrating devices, it is usually necessary to provide more sophisticated cooling systems.
These systems can be passive [i. e., large,
finned radiating surfaces attached to the
cell), or active cooling can be provided by
pumping liquids across the back of the cell.

—
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PASSIVE COOLING
The heat-transfer capabilities of a variety
of passive heat exchangers have been
measured, although much more work must
be done to obtain adequate data in this
area. The results, shown in table X-8, are expressed in terms of an “effective heattransfer coefficient” k e where

= d i r e c t n o r m a l solar intensity
( k W / m2 )
Ø i = angle between the Sun and the normal to the cell

k e=[rate of heat removal (kW/m 2
(x-3)
of heat exchanger)]/(T – Ta)
In this, ke varies with wind speed and thus
depends not only on the type of heat exchanger attached to the cells, but also on
the air circulation possible in each installation.
Table X-8.— Effective Convective Heat-Transfer
Coefficients [ke] for a Variety of Cooling
Systems
Device

Equations (X-2, X-3, and X-4) can be combined to yield an expression for cell efficiency in terms of insolation level:

Wind velocity ke (kWjm’OC)

ACTIVE COOLING
Air circulating passively through metal pan
in back of cells . . . .

0

0.015

Same as above . . . . . . . .

‘ ‘average’

0.025

Flat plate with finned
metal heat-reject ion
surfaces . . . . . . . .

‘‘average’

0.30

Active water cooling
with ‘ ‘simple flow’
Active water cooling
with “impingement
cooling’ . . . . . . . . .

.

.

—

1-3

—

3-1o

If water is pumped through a heat exchanger attached to the cells, the value of
K e can be made as high as 3 to 10 kW/m2 “ C .
With such high rates of heat removal, cell
temperatures can bz maintained at 15 0 0 F
(65 ‘C), even at concentration ratios near
1,000. The removed thermal energy available in the cooling fluid (QA ) is given by

SOURCE Table prepared by OTA from data supplied by F T
Bartels, (Spectrolab, Inc ,) Mar 1976.

In order to obtain a relation between cell
t e m p e r a t u r e T and insolation level I, an
energy balance is written
(x-4)
where a is the absorptivity of the encapsulated cell and T a is the ambient air temperature. The value of I is given by the
following relations for f tat-plates or concentrating systems:
I
I

where I is defined as before. U L is the heat
loss coefficient which differs with each collector design. This equation assumes the
entire receiver area is covered with cells. T f
is the average temperature of the cooling
fluid (a more sophisticated equation considering cell coverage ratios less than unity
and the difference in inlet fluid temperature
is developed in chapter VIII.
The cell temperature (T) is given by

and the cell efficiency (n) is given by
where:
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PHOTOCHEMICAL ENERGY CONVERSION
Photochemical energy conversion has
many of the advantages of photovoltaic
energy conversion and, in addition, the advantage that the chemicals may be stored
for later use. However, the technology is not
as well developed as photovoltaics, and
much research remains to be done. The nascent state of photochemical energy conversion is compounded by the fact that public
awareness and Government funding are
both low, and thus research has been for the
most part confined to a few universities,
In 1972, Fujishima and Honda announced
the discovery of a process by which light
energy incident on an electrode suspended
in water could be used directly to convert
the water into hydrogen and oxygen without
any noticeable degradation of the elect r o d e .1 1 6 The original Japanese work has
generated a considerable amount of interest
and a number of other materials have been
examined. 117 118
A system being studied by research teams
of the Allied Chemical Corporation and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology is il‘“A Fu]ishlma andhK H o n d a , “ E l e c t r o c h e m i c a l
Photolysls of Water at a Semiconductor Electrode,”
Nature 238, july 1972, pp 37-38
‘ 1‘K L Hardee and A J Bard, /, Electrochern Soc.,
~~q, 215 (1977)
1‘EM Wrlghton and J. M. Bolts, “Characterlzatlon
of Band Positions Photoelectrodes for the Photoelectrolysls of Water, ” paper delivered to the American
Chemical Society, San Francisco, Calif , September
1976, and /, Phys, Chem.,/X), 2641, 1976.
‘‘qHydrogen Production From Solar Energy, SITREP
Energy R&D, Report No. 154, Navy Energy and Natural
Resources R&D Off Ice, Feb 18,1977.

28-.LI. I2 O - 28

l u s t r a t e d in figure X-13. In this system,
hydrogen is produced at the platinum
cathode and oxygen is generated at an
anode made from a semiconductor material
such as T1O 3 or CaAs. Some work has also
been done on systems in which both electrodes are semiconductors. Other techniques for generating hydrogen have also
been demonstrated. Researchers at the
California Institute of Technology have
demonstrated that hydrogen is released
when light strikes a complex Rhondium
compound. 20 Research at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill has Ied to the
development of a ruthenium compound
which can split water into hydrogen and oxygen when applied in a monolayer to a glass
surface and exposed to sunlight. ’z’ All of
these processes now exhibit very low efficiencies, and long-term stability has not
been demonstrated. Almost no work h a s
been done to determine the potential cost
of such systems.
The photosynthetic process used by
plants to convert sunlight into storable fuel
sources is clearly a photochemical system
with great potential. Work is underway to
better understand the basic chemistry of the
process and, of course, there is increasing interest in the use of plant materials as a fuel
source. The use of biological materials as an
energy source is beyond the scope of the
current study.
1]OM Simon, “UNC Professor Patents Solar Energy
Process,” C/rape/ Hill Week/y, june 1976.
Discovers
‘“’’Gray
Rhodium C o m p o u n d a t
Caltech, ” The California Tech, Oct. 7, IW7, pp. 1,4.
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Figure X-13. — Photochemical Energy Conversion
Phoioelectrolysls
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